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The research that.I am teporting here 'relates to memory taken in

its broadest sense, that is, aa a knowledge system. It.is concerned

woith long-term storage, the'kind.of memory referred to as "Semantic,!'

or preferably "generic." However, the type of knowIeage involved is',

"episodic".in the sense of being concerned with knowledge about events
thatothe child has taken part in. To avoid the implications Ofteither .

term, semantic .or episodic, we speak of the child's knowledge of scripts

for different pvents, where script is used 4n Schenk and Abelson's 1977'

'sense) as a frame defining an expedted sequence of aotions in a given

context, together with the props, scenes, and actorakinvolved.

The assumption behind this research ts that young chitdrenhaVe .

Already formed and have available auch fiameworks,, that.they ddAot need

to be constructed aa hoc or on the s po t bu i -that 'they form a basic.

representational system/. Our research ia basic to the notion of con-

structive Memory--that is, We are trying to,fill in the ground On 'which

constructions and reconstructions are based. We have been.testing this

assumption in a number.of ways over the past.several years, and the study.

I Will report here is one of an ongoing series that will eventUally reveal,-

we hope, not only that children have scripts as basic cognitive representa-

tions, but the way in 4h4ch they use scrfitts in other taska and contexts,

such as specific autobiographical and other episodih memory tasks, problem-

solving, language comprehension.

If children's knowledge system iS script-based, the following impfi-

,cations should follow:

!,. A .. 1., Recall or report of an event should contain similar elements in
, COD 4 similar quence at different times.

2. Rkall should follow a specific sequence that Maps the sequence

.s of eveats n.real life. .
.

). Secause scripts are based on common'experience, reports should be.

C;174 similar aeróss children.. ;
4. .

Reports should teveal indications of implicit underlying struc-

- ture, such as reference tO elements that have not been explicicly identified,

41 'for ,example, "the teachet," "the waiter."
, ir-.7.,:c2:4 5: Ihe'report should be couched in general rather than specific

A
episodic term0,.
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.
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. ... In our previbus studies, primarily concerned.with the familiar events

....
or) Lundh and'Dinner, we'have foun support for each of these implications

(Nelson 1977; Nelson and'Gru,n 01.1979, in preparationY. Note that these,.
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findings run contrary to accepted wisdom about young children's cog-

nitive structures aloag a number of dimensions. Firat, they have

shown that scyipt knowledge or general event knowledge is organized ,

as temporal sequences, not as disordered snatches of episodic informationf-,/

It is general rather than egOcentric.and idiosyncratic and is oon-.

sistent across children and over time. dhildren's scripts, in short,

are generaliin form, temporally organized, socially accurate,

The mitudy that I will reliort here was C.oncerned Oith'how the

struiture of different events and the nature of the child's,experiende-

with.them influences the child's script, as that'is reftected-in the

child's report. In this study we compared children's responses to the

question "What happens when you:.." take part in eaohof 6 different

events with which they had had varying experience: iettingAgressed in

the morning, making cooies, going to the grocery Store, 'gang to a

restaurant, goinwto a birthday party and having a fire drill. Note

'that we did not ask for a specific memory,but i general report.

Each child was asked about each event twice with elag of three to

four weeks between interviews. Forty children ranging from-2 years, 11

months to 5 years, 6 months, divided into younger (less than 4,5) and

older (over 4,5) groups, took part. To get some feeling for the types"

of responses A got refer to, Table .1.

The events -were chosen to reflect,differences in familiarity, social

character, centrality of the child's rdle, affectivity, and the basis for

and variability in the temporal structure. On the basis of our intuitions

about how those v riablas might affect the script, we could make some

predictions abtI t the characteristics of the children's reports. Pre-

dictioni are hown in Table 2 for the 6 events in the study. I will

briefly deatribe these dimensions and the basis for the predictions

before hilt% to results and their implicattons.

The,fcrst measure of interest is amoutit of recall, which is

measured in terms of number of Acts reported. Acts form the building

Aoloc10 of the script. Some events include more distinct acts at a

gly4n level of generality than do others, and.thus might lead to greater

adtput for this reason alone. In addition, however, familiarity of the

event, effectivity and personal involvement might all be expected to

influence hew much is recalled. In general, of course,,we expect both

theoretically and on the basis of previous research that ofder chiltiren

will report more acts'than younger children. We can also predict that

Grocery Store, Fife Drill and Making dookies will produce relatively low

amounts of recall because of their lack of personal Involvement and/or

their unfamiliarity.

If recall is based'on an'underlping script it should be consistent,

over tide. Within child consistency reflects the reliability of the

stored script. We measure consistency in terms of the ratio of commoh

acts reported in the two interviews tq the average number of acts re-

ported on each occasion. A figure of .33 for example, indtcates that

1/3 of the asts reported for that event were repeated a second time.

3
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The higher the consistencythe more reliable and established the.script.

Child consistency is Tresumably some function.of experience with the

event and We.would expect that the highly familiar. Getting Dressed rou--
,

: tine would be higlion consistency while Restaurant'and Fire Drill might

also be'high because of their high salience and affect. On the other

hand, if.the experience of Making-Cookies is unTamiliar and of low in-

volvement, that should lead to low consi.stency. Grocery Store and Birth-.

day Party .Might also be ekpectd Co 13te low, not siiply because of lack

'of falailiarity'and/or involvement but beCause each has a less highly

,structured and invariant temporal sequence..

'The 'Structure of the event may also be reflectedvin how the child

links ito compgheht'Acts. The uSeOf temporal terms such as "then,"

"when," "before" and. "aftee'indicates sensitivity to the temporal Struc-

ture of the event. Such use increaseA with agei of course, but it also

'Varies with eVents.' Just al with the cOnsistenicy measure, the'structure'

of the event itself may influence the extent to which these terms are Used.

Some events, such as going to a restaurant ornmaking cookies are.very

'tightly woven.in terms of their cauSat and temporal eelations. Others,
111:

such as.grocery shopping and getting- dresee&ore composed.of:similar acts

loosely strun$ together.. Birthday l'arty,:on the other hand, is composed'

of a number of essential elements :(cahdles,',cakesinging happy birthday

and playing games) but these elements can be-put-t9gether in varyihg ways..

Thus the temporal structure in the child's report-and therefore.the .
temporal terms used can be 'expected.to vary..

Turning to the reSultg*in Table 2, it can,be seen 4hat.some of our

predictions are borne,out while others are hot. IR terms of 'Amount of

output, we expectqdgrocery storemaking_cookies and fire drillito

low for the reasons suggested above and.birthday..party tp be high. These

expectations were borne out. And as can be seen,p there Is a subetaatial

flifference between the older'and Olinger children in terms of amount of

output.

With fespect to consiStency, there was no overall age difference.

GettingAressed, restaurant and,fire drill were expected to be high; the

first two were as predicted, at least for thesolder childten, but'fife

drill showed low consistency, presumably beeause the .chilaren had had .

too few experiences wIth it. Although there were sw.consistent and

reliable ge differences on consistency,.there'vere age differences fgr

. indSvidual events: Getting dressed was relatively ldw for the younger\

children and high for the older. this is an interesang outcome 'that

leads to"the following speculation: although both gt'Oups.of children

have, hadtconsiderable experience with this routtne, the_three-year-olds'

are only beginning to take responsibility Tor it thempelves and thus to

have to predict its details'. To the extent that a person must plan ahead,.

the script musf become much moi:e reliibly establIshed and inde..ed aut6matic.

The younger children presumably had not Yet reached this'plpint."'Note

_that for ilestaurant the situation is,almost reversed: the.Ounger children

41:show higher 'consistency than the older. Clearli th4 oannOt'reflect the

'effect of responsibility as suggested for getting dressed.. Atither iC
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seems lik,J to reflect the efftct of greatett experience in .that older

hildrep"are more likely to have had.experience with a wider variety of

rest'Oants; thus their restaurant scrip6.may.l3e more complex, consisting

0.0ifferent paths that may te taken. Thus complexity of the event itself

tnters into the structure Of scripts to compliCate any comparisons that we

might be:inclined to make. The less complex the script,Ihe greater con-

over time should be. A measure that is not reported in.this

table supports a similar explanaLion. How common across hildren arc the

aets that are reported? Here we did not find differences by events,'.

.but oIder children were considerably more in agreement with each othef.,'..

than were the young4r on all events. Familiarity leads to both within'

chllcLand across child agreement.

Gtocery store, making cookies and birthday party Were expected to be t%..

.1.Ow on the.consistency measure. This was true for making cookies, and for

the younger children for birthday pArty (less for theolder), but grocefy

:store had the highest'degree of conigiattenc at,each age. Grocery.store

pears, to be a more highly structured.ecript than we had anticipated,

a though:as our temporal terms anafys.is, will show, it does not seem to

r'flect a high degree'bf temporal:structute. We will need to look more

.c osely at the apecifica4of the output for this event.
1

Antlither type of copsiltency that we have measured is consistency of

the seq4ence in which acts are tecalled. Here ehe index is formed by

taking the ratio-ofoacts recalled in the same sequence to the totat num-

, bét of ,overlaps bereen the two outputs. Aa shown in Table 2 theel

ratios are very high, as we expected from prior research: on thisitype

of, tA4ksy6ung children make very few sequencing errors. The lowest value

*here is- for,Gptting Dressed (.84 - .89) which has a number of components

' that can be interchanged, e.g. shirt and pants.

. /

Consider, next the extint to which children used temporal terms to

link acts. The numbers here reflect the4total number of explicit temporal

links usedincluding "theil," "and then," "before'," "after," "when," "if,"

"because," exclusive of "and." These numbers are aggregated across -

children and terms for each event and cannot be compared'statistically

We expected, on the basis of the eveht structures, that Restaurant and

.Making Cookies Would be relativell, high on the use of temporal terms while

Grocery Shopping, Getting Dressed and Birthday Party mightle telatively

low. Grotery Shoppinr was consistentle low and Bitthday Party was also

low for tlle yoKinger group. Getting Dressed was in the mid-range for rhe

younger group.- Birthday Tarty and Getting Dressed for the older children,

contrary to expectation, showed the greatest ule of temporal terms. This

may be understood in conjdnction with the further observation that while

Rbstaurant and Making Cookies were both high for hie younger children,

as ptedicted, this was true only for Restaurant arta not.for Cookies for

the older children. \

It seeme,probable t'ht the dhe of temporal linking terms is a function

oramdunt otoutput as well as its structlure. While the two measures were

hat highly 'correlated for the younger children (r. .24), they were fot

the older (r; :64),I. Since Birthday Party was a high output event and
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Making Cookies low one, this could well explain the reversal in ranks,

for the differen groups. Why'should Oese twO measures --amOunt

and temporal terms--be correlated for the older children and not the

younger? Again we must speculate, but it seems likely that as fhe child

is learning to use temporal,terms productively she Will qse them first .

and most in those contexts where the temporal Structure is most compelling.

Thus.at the younger age-structure will determine Use, as predicted,

.while atthe older ages children will use temporal terms to indicate

temporal sequence regardless of,how tight that structure is felt to be.

In effect,.they will impose the.same temporal structure on all events.

I hope that I have been able to suggeat some of the ways in-which .

event structure may influence children's experience and their representation

. of'that experience. The study of memory in natural settings must take into

account this' representational background if,memory'for specific episodes

is to bp understood. .

of

o

.
We haVe just completed a study comparing the two types of memory--

memory for a specific episode and that for a general event. Even 3 year

old children doidistinguish between these cases altho gh they sep to

'find the general report easier arid more natural--the report si ificantly

more acts when asked "what happens when you'have dinner at home' than - -

,
"when you had dinner at home ifesterday or last week." They also'reliably

distinguish the present and past tense in their reports. We have not yet

had a chance to look at the fine structure of these protocols but certainly

on a first. scan they support the hypothesis that the child's generic

event memory is basic to specific memories and that the latter may in fact

be derived from e ormer
.

th f .,

,,

. .
We have only begun to probe.some of the variables that May be ip4or-,

tant to what and in what form children remember-an event. Certainly it

seems that their.general event representations in script form'can be

expected to influence what they remember of a specific variition on that

..:...T. event. ,And as.Janice Gruendel's (1979) and Iikeleen McCartney's (1979)

research has recently shown, ii-will influence also their memory for,and

construction of stories: We expect ehat further research will continue

to demonstrate the importance of,thip level of representation for children's
.

memory and,cognitive processing in general.
,-.
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:Table 1: Examples of responses at 3 and 5 years "*

Well, yOu eat and then.go aamewhereo (Restadrant--3*

You °bake them. and *(uol. them. (Making cookie87-31 l) f

4

..

You Suet put (on?) your clothes and you eat breakfastlt! (Getting

drease0--311)

Well, you get the food you want and then...and yOu go'home.' 'Nrocery

shopping--3;1)
_

You cook a cake and, eat it. (Birthday'parti.--311)

I first, I always firat"put my underpahts on, then my socks, then my

undershirt, theri I put,on my.other shirt, then Uput on my pants, then

I always go and have breakfast, then I go to a8hool ind then'after school

I. leave for home then have lunch, then I go to afternoon school and I'm

right here in my afternooh school right now.. ...(Getting dresised--5;6),

My, t help My mother roll the.dough out after being-freeze(' for a day,

then I and.then I, my mother bakes them, pUts them in the oven,-bakes

them, then I decorate'the cookies with different colors, and different

thinga and sometimes' color the,whole cookie. Olaking coOkies--.5;f0

Yes, it'll be about when I go
I go get a toy from a machine,
every tiem, I look at, I look

extra toy, I did the one time-

father do all the other work.

to Pathmark.- I, miy, when I first arrive,

then I 'go looking around at toys and.

for my *mother then I sometimes, I buy an

I went to Pathmark and also, my mother and .

(Grocery shopping--5;6)

Well, I'm very quiet in a restaurnat an.4 one of my favorite restaurtints .

.is ae Macy's, it's in Macy's, and_it!a called Macy's, anirwhat'I eat is

some french'fries that come with my Rascal RacCooli and L?.-..and it comes,

just:a 'piece of bread around it and.hot dog and VI:tut my'ketchup on

it and I have-a pleasant tittle and I. eat, sometimes Want.deasert.

(Going to a restautant--5;6),
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Table 2. Results: Mean Values for Response Characteriitics for Di'fferent Ages

.
0 r

Acts Act
.

Sequence # Temporal

eportedi ConSisitency2

,

Consistency3 Terms Used4
,

Pre- 'Pre- No Pre- Pre-

diction Youngl Old 'dictiOn Young Old dictloni Young Old dictions Young 'Old

1. Getting Dressed None 2.21 3.70. High .89 .84 " Average . 19 62

. -

4, Aver-

2- Grocery Store Low 2.21 3.29 age .71 .67 1.00 1.00 Average 14 40

3. Making Cookies Low 1.30 2.15 Low .36 .43 1.00, .95 High 20 46

.94 .94 High 27 49

.90 1.00 Low 15 62

6. Fire Drill Low '1.22 2.55 High .35 .53 .90 .94 High 16 49

Means 2/12 3.4? ,48 .55

,

.94 .95

, a

1
Young = Less than 4, 5 years; old =,4,5 to 5,6 years; 20 chilhren in each group.

4. Restaurant None 2.91 4.68. High ..70 .49

Aver-

'5. Birthday Party Hith 2.95 4.22- age .35 :53

1'

O

2
Act Consistency = Number of acts reported.on both interviews/mean total number of acts reported.

11.

3Sequence Consistency 7 NUmber.of coMmon acts reported in same sequence/mean number of common acts.

such as then, when, before, after, first used by all children in'the'age group.'..4Tcka1 number of' temporal terms

.9

18.5 51.3'


